
Unshakeable 
Confidence for Your  
Investment Strategies
Investment Management



Develop strategies for strong alpha 
potential and unlock hidden value 
for your fundamental, quantitative, 
or quantamental approach.
Turn data into actionable intelligence with our powerful 
analytics platforms. Fluid navigation moves you quickly 
between the S&P Capital IQ Pro. Gain integrated access 
to a variety of premium data, including company financials, 
broker estimates, ESG metrics, and credit ratings; plus 
powerful analysis tools for idea generation, alpha factor 
research, portfolio attribution, and more. Go deeper with 
our research, sector-specific metrics, news, and analytics 
that are relevant to the industries you cover, plus key asset 
data, supply-chain insights, mapping tools, regulatory 
insight, and more. Monitor markets with streaming market 
prices, charts, and news. Build and test strategies relative to 
factor performance and uncover unique sources of risk and 
return for a clear understanding of your investment results.

Assess risk, optimize your research and portfolio 
construction process, and access over nearly 600 
stock selection and industry-specific signals so 
that you can determine your next position faster. 

Gain unique insights and understanding into your 
sources of risk and return with detailed analytics 
and style-based portfolio attribution. 

Communicate your portfolio performance 
and strategy with highly-customized reports, 
produced on a pre-set schedule or ad-hoc.

Seamlessly integrate data straight into your 
dashboards, models, and visualizations with our 
flexible Cloud, Data Feed, and API Solutions.

See how our integrated web-based and feed solutions 
for investment managers can power your workflow 
and help you make decisions with conviction.
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Fundamental Solutions
Perform Comprehensive Company and Industry Research

 – Point-in-Time Financials: Analyze company  
performance with financials captured from press  
release to latest-fully-reported, adjusted for  
nonrecurring charges, down to the source documents. 
See metrics at any point-in-time for multiples and 
valuation analysis in five period types: annual,  
semi-annual, quarterly, year-to-date, and last  
twelve months.

 – Estimates: Receive complete one-click access to 
consensus estimates and analyst-level detail.  
Measures include EPS, Revenue, Net Income, EBITDA,  
and EBIT plus many more. 

 – Ownership: Access detailed institutional, mutual fund, 
insider, and individual equity share ownership data 
for public companies, along with public float shares 
and buys and sells of insiders and major shareholders. 
In addition, gain deep insights into portfolio data 
on investments for institutions and funds.

 – Transactions: Dive into recent M&A activity, private 
placements, IPO, and equity/debt offerings with 
meaningful visualizations and detailed deal summaries.

 – Investment Research: Download research reports 
and analyst earnings models from a global network 
of brokers and independent research providers.

 – Events and Transcripts: Stay informed with streaming, 
preliminary, and final transcripts, including foreign 
language, alongside investor presentations. Then sync 
corporate events directly to your Outlook.

 – Dividend Forecasting: Utilize independent dividend 
amount and date estimates for 28,000+ global stocks, 
ETFs, and ADRs up to five years in the future with  
the Dividend Forecasting dataset, originated from  
IHS Markit. Asset managers, hedge funds, and quants 
can utilize these forecasts to confidently price 
derivatives, enhance their investment strategies, 
and better understand dividend risk.
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Monitor Companies, Markets, and Portfolios
 – News and Research: Get hundreds of daily, in-depth 

articles and research across a broad industry spectrum 
for deep insights on companies across the globe.

 – Key Developments: Access streaming and historical 
corporate guidance, earnings announcements, 
executive changes, transaction announcements, 
and other market-moving material.

 – Transcript Sentiment Scores: Chart historical 
sentiment scores using natural language 
processing to provide a way to look at earnings 
call transcripts in a quantitative fashion.

 – Alerts: Receive email and mobile alerts in  
real-time to stay on top of price changes, company 
actions and news, changes in screening results, 
and new investment research reports.

 – Macroeconomic Data: Access global coverage 
and data on inflation, employment, GDP, 
balance of payments, trade, retail, industrial, 
and other major economic indicators.

 – Mobile App: Stay connected to markets when you’re 
on the go with streaming prices, news, research, 
financials, filings, transcripts, charts, and alerts.
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Generate Actionable Ideas and 
Access Thousands of Contacts

 – Screening: Choose from thousands of quantitative 
and qualitative criteria to screen and report on 
equities, activist campaigns, fixed income securities, 
buybacks, insider holdings, M&A, and other transaction 
types to identify relevant investments or peers.

 – Charting: Gain more perspective using technical 
indicators and trend analysis to customize and 
plot market and macroeconomic data, financials, 
estimates, multiples, and credit indicators.

 – Money Market Directories (MMD): Market to 
institutional investors using a comprehensive 
web-based platform that lets you build effective 
relationships, identify new sales opportunities and 
sources of capital, perform focused prospecting, 
and develop targeted mailing campaigns.

Enhance Models and 
Customize Presentations

 – Excel Models: Access over 100 pre-built models and 
leverage the S&P Capital IQ Pro Office Tools to quickly 
build financial models tailored to financials, valuation, 
fixed income detail, estimates, ownership, and more.

 – Dynamic Presentations: Format Excel models 
efficiently with shortcut commands that 
integrate Excel data to PowerPoint and Word.

 – Report Builder: Produce detailed, customizable 
reports for a specific company or a list of 
companies with detail from professionals to 
credit indicators and everything in between.
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Dive Deeper Than Basic Financials 
With Sector-specific Intelligence

 – Leverage the S&P Capital IQ Pro platform, an essential 
tool for sector-specific data with powerful visual displays, 
in-depth reports, and intuitive analytics that deliver 
at-a-glance industry insights.

 – Access a wide range of sector-focused data, including 
financial, market, peer, and demographic information. 
Exclusive sector news and research provides even more 
insight, giving you a complete picture of your industry.

 – Receive full history from Xpressfeed™, our powerful 
data feed solution, to integrate directly into your 
models or use for backtesting.

 – Gain insight into alternative data sets including  
high-growth emerging technologies from 451 Research, 
global shipping trends from Panjiva, and robust 
standardized environmental data for 15,000+ companies 
from S&P Global Sustainable1.

Streamline Portfolio Reporting and 
Monitoring With Portfolio Analytics
With our new portfolio analytics and reporting tools, 
you can apply advanced attributions with hundreds 
of metrics and enhanced visualizations to customizable, 
client-ready reports that let you gauge and communicate  
the performance of your investments based on your  
investment style.

 – Design custom reports that better showcase 
absolute and benchmark-relative performance.

 – Run reports as you need them or schedule reports to be 
delivered via email or FTP with your corporate branding.

 – Improve client conversations with deep 
insights into investment style exposures 
and sources of risk diversification.

 – Study and uncover investing signals with Alpha 
Factor Library, with nearly 600 valuation, sentiment, 
earnings quality, and capital efficiency factors.
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Quantitative Solutions
Leverage the power of differentiated data, robust linking capabilities, 
and flexible delivery to get the most out of your data. 

Differentiated Data

 – Tap into over 200 datasets including point-in-time 
financials, Compustat®, Capital IQ Fundamentals, GICS®, 
S&P Global Ratings & Research, S&P Dow Jones Indices,  
Capital IQ Estimates, and more.

 – Gain access to curated alternative data including 
Machine Readable Textual Data, Trucost Environmental 
Data, Panjiva Supply Chain Intelligence, SNL Asset 
Level Data, AirSage Foot Traffic Data, and more.

 – Our data goes through a robust series of quality 
checks from ingestion through delivery so you can 
rely on trusted data for your analysis and discovery. 
Our Quantamental Research team regularly surfaces 
insights through rigorous back-testing to help reveal 
the potential of new and emerging data sets.

Robust Linking 

 – Improve supply chain, counterparty risk, and  
sales/marketing analytics by easily linking via 
standardized and proprietary IDs for over 28 million 
business entities.

 – Link to a variety of company-level including Corporate 
Relationships, Transactions, Transcripts, Estimates, 
Company Fundamentals, and more. Use multiple  
sector classifications and business criteria to screen, 
assemble, and monitor entity sets.

 – Leverage Kensho Link to connect your “messy” company 
data—which might have incomplete company names, 
aliases, abbreviations, spelling errors, partial addresses, 
etc.—to S&P Global Capital IQ IDs allowing for increased 
flexibility than traditional matching methods. 

Flexible Delivery
Whether through our Cloud, Feed, or API Solutions,  
we offer distribution channels that seamlessly deliver data 
straight into your database, dashboards/visualization 
tools, models, and more.

 – Xpressfeed, paired with our proprietary loader 
technology, automates the download and management 
of data packages and enables delivery at any frequency. 
Whether your data warehouse is within your four walls 
or in the cloud, we handle the extraction and loading 
process for you—making the data ‘ready to query’ in 
a relational database with integrations into Microsoft 
SQL Server, Oracle, PostgreSQL, and MySQL.

 – Through Snowflake, you can directly access and query 
S&P Global and select third-party data—eliminating 
the data ingestion process and significantly improving 
your productivity and efficiency. Snowflake’s unique 
cloud-based architecture enables near-infinite 
scalability for faster queries at lower costs.

 – Our API Solutions enable you to call just the data 
you need directly into your systems, portals, and  
business applications. 

 – With our Event Driven Alerts low latency solution, you can 
receive streaming XML messages to programmatically 
incorporate transcripts and corporate events directly into 
your applications within seconds of them being spoken.
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Alpha Signals
Uncover new sources of alpha through a unique signal library 
built using our global point-in-time databases.

 – Alpha Factor Library enables you to access 
nearly 600 alpha signals, available across 50,000 
securities in 94 countries. Examine the impact of 
economic cycles with over 35 market, economic, 
political, and calendar-based periods

 – Use the Screening tool to query across the entire 
factor library and build customized reports to 
uncover potential investment opportunities.

 – Leverage expertise from S&P Global Market 
Intelligence’s Quantamental Research Group and 
access an expansive research report library.

 – Research Signals, originated from IHS Markit, offer 
a wide range of fully-integrated research and signal 
management services, with data standardized 
across indicators and regions. You can utilize these 
factors to complement a rich set of analytical tools 
that support sophisticated performance analysis, 
research, idea generation, portfolio exposure 
analysis, and bespoke model development.

 – The Research Signals dataset includes CDS to 
Equity Factors, Dividend Forecast Factors, Short 
Squeeze Model, and Short Sentiment Factors.
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Xpressfeed™

Access deep data from a single source with our 
powerful data feed management solution.

 – Expedite integration with your proprietary data, API, 
third-party vendors, and the S&P Capital IQ Pro platform 
while cross referencing services from a single source.

 – Unlock hidden value in complex business sectors 
with sector-specific news and data for financial 
institutions, insurance, real estate, technology, 
energy, and media and communications.

 – Tap into over 200 data sets including point-in-time 
financials, estimates, and information on people 
intelligence; ownership, corporate relationships,  
key developments, and other non-financial details.

ClariFI®

A comprehensive alpha research and portfolio 
management platform that offers powerful 
analytics and global market data solutions.

 – Easily access our integrated data libraries through  
a secure, hosted, or locally installed environment.

 – Overlay quantitative insight onto fundamental ideas  
using industry-leading factor analysis, strategy  
simulation, portfolio optimization, and portfolio  
attribution features.

 – Increase operational efficiency and accelerate 
ideation with integration between ClariFI’s full 
set of functionality, consisting of screening, 
backtesting, event study, portfolio construction, 
optimization, and portfolio attribution.
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Fixed Income Solutions
Analyze and monitor credit risk

 – In-Depth Credit Research: Access index and constituent  
security level data alongside credit ratings from 
S&P Global Ratings, Fitch, and Moody’s.

 – RatingsDirect®: Stay on top of global credit trends, 
access credit facilities and in-depth credit ratings with  
scores and modifiers, as well as research by sector and  
collateral type for your coverage universe, their peers,  
and their industries.

 – Credit Analytics: Combine global fundamental data 
and quantitative measures of credit risk into a  
single application.

 – CreditStats Direct: Analyze adjusted financial statement 
data that S&P Global Ratings Analysts use in their credit 
opinions, including credit-adjusted financials and ratios.

 – Fixed Income Summary: Locate detailed components 
of debt capital structure for public companies, as well  
as private companies with public debt regardless of 
issuer size.

 – Key Documents: Source covenants and debt related, 
corporate, and M&A agreements in one  
convenient location.

 – Risk Gauge Reports: View holistic credit risk scores 
that include the identification of potential delays of 
trade payables and maximum exposure limits for over 
50 million public and private companies worldwide.

 – Scorecards: Construct credit risk scores for companies 
leveraging S&P Global Ratings’ 35-yearsof historical  
default data.

 – RatingsXpress®: Access streamlined delivery of  
current and historical S&P Global Ratings data,  
credit frameworks, scores and factors at the industry,  
entity, and security level.

Benchmark and Monitor Market Pricing
 – Yield Curves: Perform discounted cash flow valuations  

and understand current market pricing for debt funding  
with Corporate Yield Curves.

Monitor Credit Health
 – Credit Risk Indicators: Identify weakening credits and  

strengthen surveillance with quantitative short, medium,  
and long-term indicators of credit risk for both rated  
and unrated entities.

 – Credit Analytics and Credit Surveillance Models: 
Analyze a company’s probability of default, estimate 
loss/recovery stats, and set alerts to monitor potential  
of default.

 – Credit Health Panel: Evaluate operational, solvency, 
and liquidity ratios for a company and its peers.

 – Corporate Scorecards: The corporate analytical 
methodology combines the assessment of a corporate’s 
industry risk, country risk, and competitive position 
(Business Risk profile) with an assessment of cash flow/
leverage (Financial Risk profile) to determine its anchor.

Informed Judgment-Based Quantitative Fundamental-Based Quantitative Market-Based

Credit Ratings by 
S&P Global Ratings

Credit Assessment  
Scorecards

Credit Scoring 
Model

Probability 
of Default Model

Peer Analysis 
Model

Stock Price 
Model

CDS Spreads 
Model

CreditModel PD Fundamentals Credit Health Panel PD Market Signals Market 
Derived Signals

Long-Run View of Credit Risk Early Warning Indicators
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Climate and Environmental Data
Unlocking Essential ESG1 Intelligence

S&P Global Sustainable1 provides robust, quality-checked, and standardized environmental data on more than 15,000 
companies. Essential intelligence helps our clients measure impact, identify exposure, and manage risks and opportunities 
across different asset classes. Climate and environmental data and analysis assists with investment decision-making by 
addressing challenges of climate change, water use, waste disposal, and the over-exploitation of natural resources. 

15,000+
companies

170
countries’ 
sovereign bonds

500+
bonds across Green 
Energy, Green 
Transport, Green 
Buildings and Energy

98%
global market 
cap coverage

10+
years of 
historical data

Portfolio  
Construction

Comprehensive coverage and a quantitative methodology helps enable portfolio 
optimization and capital allocation towards companies with lower environmental impact.

Risk  
Management

A granular breakdown of the world economy into 464 business activities allows our clients 
to actively screen for material risk factors.

Leadership and 
Engagement

Detailed corporate environmental profiles assist with strategic and targeted engagement 
to support risk awareness and resilience.

Scenario Analysis 
and Reporting

Multi-asset class analysis and forward-looking data supports TCFD2 aligned and national 
mandatory environmental reporting.

Data Applications

Environmental Key Performance Indicators

Carbon and Climate
Pollution Scope 1, 
Scope 2, Scope 3 
 upstream and 
downstream, Direct 
+ First Tier Indirect 
emissions, and 
future emissions/ 
transition pathways

Energy
Coal, oil, and natural 
gas production  
and GWh per  
energy source  
including renewables

Water
Operational  
and supply chain 
water usage

Waste
Landfill, incinerated, 
nuclear, and 
recycled waste

Natural Resources
Operational and 
supply chain natural 
resource usage

Land, Water, and 
Air Pollution
Operational and 
supply chain 
pollutants releases

1 Environmental, Social, and Governance
2 Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
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About S&P Global Market Intelligence
At S&P Global Market Intelligence, we understand the importance of accurate, 
deep and insightful information. Our team of experts delivers unrivaled insights 
and leading data and technology solutions, partnering with customers to expand 
their perspective, operate with confidence, and make decisions with conviction.
 
S&P Global Market Intelligence is a division of S&P Global (NYSE: SPGI). 
S&P Global is the world’s foremost provider of credit ratings, benchmarks, 
analytics and workflow solutions in the global capital, commodity and automotive 
markets. With every one of our offerings, we help many of the world’s leading 
organizations navigate the economic landscape so they can plan for tomorrow, 
today. For more information, visit www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence.

 
About Trucost
Trucost is part of S&P Global. A leader in carbon and environmental data and 
risk analysis, Trucost assesses risks relating to climate change, natural resource 
constraints, and broader environmental, social, and governance factors. Companies 
and financial institutions use Trucost intelligence to understand their ESG exposure 
to these factors, inform resilience and identify transformative solutions for a more 
sustainable global economy. S&P Global’s commitment to environmental analysis 
and product innovation allows us to deliver essential ESG investment-related 
information to the global marketplace. For more information, visit www.trucost.com.

The Americas

+1-877-863-1306 

EMEA

+44-20-7176-1234

Asia-Pacific

+852-2533-3565

0922 | SPGMI254

CONTACT US

*All data as of September 30, 2022 
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